
AST5110, Exercises in numerics:

Upwind differencing

1. Reread the part of Chapter 19.1 of “NUMERICAL RECIPES that deals
with “upwind differencing”. Also, take a look at
http://www.astro.uio.no/˜viggoh/ast5130/upwind.html. This web
page describes (in a very terse manner!) second order upwind differencing
and gives a suggestion as to how to implement such a scheme. Alternately
you should read Hawley et al. [1984] pages 215 – 217 and look at the
implementation of van Leer 2nd order differencing in the zeus code paper
[Stone and Norman, 1992] (see page 764).

2. Implement the first order upwind scheme in the sweep routine.

3. Implement the second order upwind scheme of van Leer as shown in the
references above. You may wish to write a separate subroutine to do this
— if you do so you will have to change the Makefile in order to compile
your code:

(a) Assume your subroutine is called vleer.f90.

(b) Edit the Makefile by adding the statement vleer.o to the end of
the OBJS definition (after the statement utils.o.

(c) Compile the code by running the make program % make advect.x

You may have to declare some new arrays in order to complete your task
this can be done by adding a line such as

real(sp), dimension(nx,nz) :: flux,rhoh

near the top of the routine you wish to use the array.

4. Run both versions of the upwind schemes on the problem defined in the
previous exercises and compare the results of first and second order upwind
differencing.

5. You may find it useful to run the idl routine movie2 in order to do this
comparison. It could be called as follows:

% advect.x (using 1st order code)

% mv mhd.data mhd-1order.data

...

% advect.x (using 2nd order code)

% idl

IDL> @mhdvar

IDL> readadvect,’mhd-1order.data’

IDL> uz1o=uz

IDL> readadvect,’mhd.data’

IDL> movie2,z,uz1o,uz

...
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I’m unsure how difficult you will find this exercise. Please don’t hesitate to ask
me for help if you get stuck!
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